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(54) COLD-LAUNCH METHOD AND APPARATUS THEREOF

(57) A cold-launch method and apparatus are pro-
vided. The present invention follows the formula of "ac-
cumulated energy quick releasing + effective transmis-
sion = launching movement". A gas-liquid combined cyl-
inder (1) is used as the catapult mainbody and is coop-
erated with a gas tank (6) and a control valve (1-1). In
the cold launch condition of the catapult being closed,
the high energy gas stored in the gas tank of the catapult
gets into a gas-access end of the gas-liquid combined
cylinder through the control valve and is quickly released.

Synchronously multistage pistons (10-12) in the liquid-
access end of the gas-liquid combined cylinder are thrust
to launch the load. An energy recovering device for the
cold launch is provided. In one solution, an energy re-
covering pump (2-4) and a take-off cylinder (2-2) are in-
stalled on a shuttle carriage (2), and a position limiting
cylinder (3-1) is mounted on a guide rail (2-5). Alterna-
tively, a movable slide rail (2-6) is hinged to the front
portion of the guide rail, and the energy recovering pump
and the take-off cylinder are installed on said movable
slide rail.
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Description

[0001] The invention relates to a cold-launch method
and a device thereof in engineering mechanics, and more
particularly to a cold-launch method and a device thereof
in a cold state in which the device is completely closed
that can be widely used for aircraft carriers, torpedoes,
missiles, accident rescue, destroyed airports, cave stor-
ages, offshore drilling platforms, connection between is-
lands, and so on.
[0002] Launching devices are key components for air-
craft carriers, and USA has the top technology thereof.
Since the existing launching devices have the following
problems, real and effective launching methods have not
been found yet, and thus becoming a worldwide problem:
[0003] A steam-driven launch system used in USA is
too big, complex, expensive, and difficult for production
and maintenance, and efficiency thereof is only 4 - 6%,
which makes it unsuitable for launching of bigger air-
crafts, and development thereof has reached a limit.
[0004] An electromagnetic aircraft launch system
(EMALS) developed in USA now uses a forced power
storage and a linear motor technologies, disadvantages
thereof comprise: 1) forced power storage is not good;
the EMALS uses a flywheel (namely a rotor) featuring
big difficulty in forced power storage, a small flywheel
has no effect since it is unstable as a rotating speed there-
of is high; if a large flywheel is to be used, on-board con-
ditions do not allow it, and coupling between power stor-
age and carriers cannot be implemented, in view of these,
multiple disk generator integrating flywheel motors and
generators are disposed on a frame pair by pair. By re-
verse rotating at a high speed, and each rotor stores lim-
ited energy. During war preparation, these disk genera-
tors have to be started first, and launching energy can
be obtained, which causes exposure of positions, and
missing of combatant opportunity. During the war prep-
aration, average power for supplying power is high up to
6.35 MW, and only approximately 20% of storage energy
within a peak range is used in two to three seconds of
launching except for some storage energy used for forc-
ing the device to wear and tear (produce harmful work)
at a speed of 6400 rpm. Moreover, during the launching
process, loss of a stator of the linear motor, heat loss of
a circulatory frequency converter, and loss of the disk
generator lead to very low overall efficiency during the
war preparation, even if momentary efficiency of the
EMALS during the launching process can be high up to
60%; 2) there are too many intermediate devices, since
a launching speed required by an aircraft carrier can not
be reached via a movement speed of a magnetic field of
the linear generator, and the EMALS can only be used
if frequency and voltage are increased via a high-power
electronic device is used, which increases cost. USA
have spent 28 years and 32 billion US dollars on the
EMALS, but the EMALS have not been used on the air-
craft carrier yet; 3) it features large electromagnetic in-
terference, which affects application of high-sensitivity

aircrafts and guidance systems; 4) it uses eddy-current
and phase-shift brake, which is not safe enough; 5) since
weapon performance is affected, it cannot facilitate timely
and selective launch in extreme conditions, such as
emergent events, severe sea condition, and so on, large
size thereof greatly affects the number of shipboard air-
crafts, and heavy height greatly affects stability and right-
ing moment of ships. In view of these, it is required to
find an effective launching method of an aircraft carrier.
[0005] In view of the above-described problem, it is
one objective of the invention to provide a cold-launch
method and a device thereof that is capable of addressing
the above-mentioned problems with the conventional
launching device of an aircraft carrier, breaking the bot-
tleneck of forced power storage, and facilitating high free-
dom of collecting energy, a fast launching speed, effec-
tive transmission of large energy with constant power,
high effective launching, simple structure, small size, light
weight, easy production, low power consumption, and
good adaptability.
[0006] The invention is as follows:
[0007] A cold-launch method of the invention compris-
es: using a gas-liquid mixing cylinder cooperating with a
gas cylinder and a control valve as a launching body ac-
cording to a formula of ’sudden release of accumulated
energy + effective transmission = launching movement’,
enabling high-energy gas in a gas cylinder to enter a gas
receiving terminal of the gas-liquid mixing cylinder via
the control valve as a cold-launch device is completed
closed, simultaneously pushing all stages of pistons on
a liquid receiving terminal of the gas-liquid mixing cylin-
der, and launching a load at a constant power.
[0008] A cold-launch device, comprising a high-energy
gas resource, a gas cylinder, a control valve, and a gas-
liquid mixing cylinder, the high-energy gas resource is
connected to the gas cylinder whereby supplying energy
thereto, and the gas cylinder is connected to a gas re-
ceiving terminal of the gas-liquid mixing cylinder via the
control valve and a connecting pipe, a first cavity of the
gas-liquid mixing cylinder is sad gas receiving terminal,
and a second cavity of the gas-liquid mixing cylinder is
a liquid receiving terminal.
[0009] Structure of the gas-liquid mixing cylinder is that
one end of an inner cavity of the cylinder body is the first
cavity, a gas port is disposed on wall of the first cavity,
multiple multi-stage pistons are disposed in the inner cav-
ity of the cylinder body, sequentially connected to each
other, and disposed in the second cavity, a hydraulic oil
is filled in the second cavity, and an oil outlet is disposed
on wall of each stage of the pistons. During operation,
the high-energy gas in the gas cylinder enters the first
cavity via the gas port of the gas-liquid mixing cylinder
whereby pushing the first-stage piston to move forward.
As the first-stage piston moves on, hydraulic oil in a cyl-
inder of the first-stage piston enters a cavity of the sec-
ond-stage piston whereby pushing the second-stage pis-
ton to move forward. As the second-stage piston moves
on, hydraulic oil in a cylinder of the second-stage piston
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enters a cavity of the third-stage piston whereby pushing
the third-stage piston to move forward, ..., and so on,
until the nth-stage piston is pushed to move forward
whereby implementing long-distance and high-effective
transmission and launching with constant power.
[0010] A launching energy recovery device of the in-
vention comprises an energy recovery pump, a lifting cyl-
inder, a shuttle vehicle, a sensor, a stop cylinder, and a
guide rail, the energy recovery pump and the lifting cyl-
inder are disposed on the shuttle vehicle operating as a
carrier for an aircraft, the shuttle vehicle is disposed on
the guide rail, and the sensor and the stop cylinder are
disposed in the front of the guide rail.
[0011] A head of the energy recovery pump is aligned
with the stop cylinder whereby absorbing inertia energy
of a launching system and transforming the inertia energy
into hydraulic energy, an output end of the energy recov-
ery pump is connected to the lifting cylinder via a pipe,
and the front of the lifting cylinder is connected to the
aircraft. The lifting cylinder again transforms hydraulic
energy into mechanic energy whereby forcing an aircraft
to fly semi-autonomously.
[0012] A buffer spring is disposed in each of the energy
recovery pump, the lifting cylinder, and the stop cylinder,
and a damping hole is disposed on a piston of the stop
cylinder.
[0013] Another launching energy recovery device of
the invention comprises an energy recovery pump, a lift-
ing cylinder, a guide rail, a flexible rail, a shuttle vehicle,
and a sensor, the flexible rail is hinged to the front of the
guide rail, the shuttle vehicle operating as a carrier for
an aircraft is disposed on the guide rail, the sensor and
the energy recovery pump are disposed in the front of
the flexible rail, an output end of the energy recovery
pump is connected to the lifting cylinder via a pipe, and
the top of the lifting cylinder is connected to the flexible
rail.
[0014] A buffer spring is disposed in each of the energy
recovery pump and the lifting cylinder.
[0015] The high-energy gas resource uses pressure
gas or steam, or small air compressor is used for collect-
ing energy, and the device stops operating as the high-
energy gas in the gas cylinder meets a launching condi-
tion, and enters a cold state in which it is completely
closed.
[0016] Technique principle
[0017] It has been found from a pneumatic fast shore
developed in 1950s, and accumulation of different pat-
ents of fast equipments, that an effective launching meth-
od for an aircraft carrier is to use a gas-liquid mixing
launching device, which adequately indicates elasticity
of gases and large volume of hydraulic energy, and is
suitable for operating as a launching device of the aircraft
carrier. After a formula ’sudden release of accumulated
energy + effective transmission = launching movement’
is deduced, free collection of energy with small power
makes it possible to obtain great energy that the launch-
ing device requires. By suddenly releasing collected pow-

er with an elastomer, different requirements of various
launching devices for launching speeds can be met,
which solves a problem of long-distance and high-effec-
tive transmission with constant power under great energy
via hydraulic transmission. Launching can be facilitated
with collected energy, and thus no preparation time is
required, which facilitates surprise effect, and makes it
possible to win quietly.
[0018] Operation principle
[0019] A formula of ’sudden release of accumulated
energy + effective transmission = launching movement’
is used, the first cavity operating to receive high-energy
gas is referred to as a gas receiving terminal, the gas-
liquid mixing cylinder with the second cavity filled with
hydraulic oil (referred to as a liquid receiving terminal)
operates as a main part for launching. The gas cylinder
is used, the control valve operates as a switch, and the
pipe is used for connecting them whereby forming a main
launching system. During operation, the high-energy gas
resource stores enough high-energy gas in the gas cyl-
inder according to a launching condition, and then stops
operation. The launching device is always in a standby
state as it is completely closed. During a war, as the
launching device is in a cold state in which it is completely
closed, no extra preparation time is required, the control
valve opens the gas cylinder so that part of high-energy
gas enters the gas receiving terminal of the gas-liquid
mixing cylinder, the high-energy gas releases energy,
pushes the piston to move forward, and compresses the
hydraulic oil in a loop-shaped part between the cylinder
and the piston so that it flows into a cavity of a piston in
the next stage via the gas port, whereby pushing the pis-
ton and the shuttle vehicle to pull a plane to cold launch
at a high speed and a constant power along the guide
rail (comprising a shipboard aircraft), and thus cold
launching is facilitated.
[0020] There are many launching energy recovery de-
vices, one of which is: the energy recovery pump and the
lifting cylinder connected via the pipe and both having
the buffer spring are disposed on the shuttle vehicle op-
erating as a carrier for an aircraft. The head of the energy
recovery pump is aligned with the stop cylinder, the front
of the lifting cylinder is connected to the plane, and the
sensor, and the stop cylinder with the damping hole and
the buffer spring are disposed in the front of the guide
rail. Every time as the launching device for pulling the
plane is to enter a damping state, the sensor immediately
sends a signal and controls the control valve to switch
whereby opening the gas-liquid mixing cylinder for un-
loading. Then, the energy recovery pump having the
head aligned with the stop cylinder is driven by great
inertia energy of the launching system, collides with the
stop cylinder, and pumps out pressure oil whereby trans-
forming inertia energy into hydraulic energy. The pres-
sure oil then enters the lifting cylinder via the connecting
pipe, and thus the hydraulic energy is transformed into
mechanical energy, which drives the aircraft to sprint and
semi-autonomously take off at an approximate elevation
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angle. After that, the buffer springs in the stop cylinder,
the energy recovery pump, and the lifting cylinder simul-
taneously release energy, and reset the stop cylinder,
the energy recovery pump, and the lifting cylinder and
the shuttle vehicle for the next launching.
[0021] Another launching energy recovery device is: it
comprises a guide rail, a flexible rail, an energy recovery
pump, a lifting cylinder, a shuttle vehicle, and a sensor,
the flexible rail is hinged to the front of the guide rail, the
sensor and the energy recovery pump are disposed in
the front of the flexible rail, the top of the lifting cylinder
is connected to the flexible rail, the shuttle vehicle oper-
ating as a carrier for an aircraft is disposed on the guide
rail. As the shuttle vehicle is to enter a damping state,
the sensor immediately sends a signal and controls the
control valve to switch whereby opening the gas-liquid
mixing cylinder for unloading. Then, the shuttle vehicle
is driven by great inertia energy, collides with the energy
recovery pump, and pumps out pressure oil. The pres-
sure oil then enters the lifting cylinder via the connecting
pipe, and the lifting cylinder abuts against and elevates
the flexible rail, which drives the aircraft to semi-autono-
mously take off at an approximate elevation angle.
[0022] Prominent substantive features and notable
progress
[0023] After testing via two principle prototypes, the
invention is proved to have the following advantages:

1) since energy is supplied via gas, conventional
forced energy storage is not required, and freedom
of collecting energy is improved;

2) energy is suddenly reduced via elastomers, vari-
ous launch speeds can be facilitated;

3) since hydraulic transmission is used, ultra-high
efficient transmission of enormous energy can be
facilitated;

4) the cold-launch device features simple structure,
small size, light weight, easy production, and low
cost, and requires small number of operators and
repairmen;

5) the cold-launch device can make use of the best
launch time, and overcomes problems caused by
shipboard aircrafts that take off under severe sea
condition, as prows descend, or at night;

6) since inertia energy is recovered, power consump-
tion during launching and takeoff distance are greatly
reduced, continuity of launch is improved, which
make the invention applicable to various types of
ships; and

7) the cold-launch device can launch aircrafts as be-
ing completely closed by surprise, whereby control-
ling air supremacy and winning a war quietly.

[0024] FIG. 1 is a schematic view of a cold-launch de-
vice of a first exemplary embodiment of the invention;
[0025] FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view of a gas-liquid
mixing cylinder; and
[0026] FIG. 3 is a schematic view of a cold-launch de-
vice of a second exemplary embodiment of the invention;
in the drawings, the following reference numbers are
used:
1 - gas-liquid mixing cylinder; 1-1 - control valve; 1-2 - oil
outlet; 2 - shuttle vehicle; 2-1 - shipboard aircraft; 2-2 -
lifting cylinder; 2-3 - connecting pipe; 2-4 - energy recov-
ery pump; 2-5 - guide rail; 2-6 - flexible rail; 3 - stop cyl-
inder; 3-1 - damping hole; 4 - sensor; 5 - high-energy gas
resource; 6 - gas cylinder; 7 - gas port; 8 - first cavity; 9
- second cavity; 10 - first-stage piston; 11 - second-stage
piston; 12 - third-stage piston; 13 - hydraulic oil; 14 -
cylinder body.
[0027] Specific embodiments of the invention will be
given below in conjunction with accompanying drawings.
[0028] As shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, a cold-launch device
of a first embodiment of the invention comprises a three-
stage gas-liquid mixing cylinder 1, a two-position three-
way control valve 1-1, a high-energy gas resource 5, and
a gas cylinder 6. A buffer spring is disposed in each of
an energy recovery pump 2-4, a lifting cylinder 2-2, and
a stop cylinder 3. A damping hole 3-1 is disposed on the
stop cylinder 3. In operation, after a certain launch con-
dition is given, the high-energy gas resource 5 supplies
high-energy gas to the gas cylinder 6 and then stops
working. The launch device is always in a stand-by state
as it is completely closed. During a war, the control valve
1-1 can be powered without any preparation time, and
controls part of the high-energy gas in the gas cylinder
6 to enter the gas receiving terminal of the gas-liquid
mixing cylinder 1 via a gas port 7 whereby driving a piston
to move forwardly and compressing hydraulic oil in a
loop-shaped part between a cylinder barrel and the pis-
ton. Then the hydraulic oil enters the next piston cylinder
body via an oil outlet 1-2, and drives the next-stage piston
and a shuttle vehicle 2 to pull an aircraft 2-1 whereby
enabling it to move along a guide rail 2-5 at a high speed
with a constant power, and thus launch of the aircraft is
implemented. Once the shuttle vehicle 2 pulling the air-
craft 2-1 moves to a damping position, a sensor 4 sends
a signal and automatically switches off a power supply
of the two-position three-way control valve 1-1. At this
time the two-position three-way control valve 1-1 is re-
versed and unloads the gas-liquid mixing cylinder 1. After
that, the energy recovery pump 2-4 having a head aligned
with the stop cylinder 3 is driven by inertia energy of the
launch device, collides with the stop cylinder 3, pumps
out pressure oil, and transforms the inertia energy into
hydraulic energy. The pressure oil then enters the lifting
cylinder 2-2 via a connecting pipe 2-3, and thus the hy-
draulic energy is transformed into mechanical energy,
which drives the aircraft 2-1 to semi-autonomously take
off at an appropriate elevation angle. Then, buffer springs
in the energy recovery pump, the lifting cylinder, and the
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stop cylinder release energy and reset the energy recov-
ery pump, the lifting cylinder, the stop cylinder., and the
shuttle vehicle 2, whereby preparing for the next launch.
[0029] As shown in FIG. 2, structure of the gas-liquid
mixing cylinder 1 is: one end of an inner cavity of the
cylinder body 14 is a first cavity 8, a gas port 7 is disposed
on wall of the first cavity 8, and multiple stages of pistons
are disposed in the cylinder body. Afirst-stage piston 10,
a second-stage piston 11, and a third-stage piston 12
sequentially connected to each other are disposed in the
second cavity 9. Hydraulic oil 13 is filled in the second
cavity 9. An oil outlet 1-2 is disposed on each stage of
the pistons.
[0030] As shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, a launching energy
recovery device of another embodiment of the invention
comprises a guide rail 2-5, a flexible rail 2-6, an energy
recovery pump 2-4, a lifting cylinder 2-2, a shuttle vehicle
2, and a sensor 4, a flexible rail 2-6 is hinged to the front
of a guide rail 2-5, the energy recovery pump 2-4 is dis-
posed in the front of the flexible rail 2-6, and the top of
the lifting cylinder 2-2 is connected to the flexible rail 2-6.
Once the shuttle vehicle 2 pulling the aircraft 2-1 moves
to a damping position, a sensor 4 sends a signal and
automatically switches off a power supply of the two-po-
sition three-way control valve 1-1. At this time the two-
position three-way control valve 1-1 is reversed and un-
loads the gas-liquid mixing cylinder 1. After that, the shut-
tle vehicle 2 driven by great inertia energy of the launch
device collides with the energy recovery pump 2-4, the
energy recovery pump 2-4 pumps out pressure oil, and
transforms the inertia energy into hydraulic energy. The
pressure oil then enters the lifting cylinder 2-2 via a con-
necting pipe 2-3, and thus the hydraulic energy is trans-
formed into mechanical energy, which lifts the flexible rail
2-6 at an appropriate elevation angle, and drives the air-
craft 2-1 to semi-autonomously take off.
[0031] The whole process is close-loop controlled via
numerical control, and energy supplement does not oc-
cupy special time.
[0032] To summarize, it will be obvious to those skilled
in the art that the invention can be applied to emission
of torpedoes and missiles, accident rescue, destroyed
airports, and connection between islands, and falls in the
scope of the invention.

Claims

1. A cold-launch method, comprising
using a gas-liquid mixing cylinder cooperating with
a gas cylinder and a control valve as a launching
body according to a formula of ’sudden release of
accumulated energy + effective transmission =
launching movement’;
enabling high-energy gas in a gas cylinder to enter
a gas receiving terminal of said gas-liquid mixing cyl-
inder via said control valve as a cold-launch device
is completed closed;

simultaneously pushing all stages of pistons on a
liquid receiving terminal of said gas-liquid mixing cyl-
inder; and
launching a load at a constant power.

2. A cold-launch device, comprising
a high-energy gas resource;
a gas cylinder;
a control valve; and
a gas-liquid mixing cylinder;
characterized in that
said high-energy gas resource is connected to said
gas cylinder whereby supplying energy thereto;
said gas cylinder is connected to a gas receiving
terminal of said gas-liquid mixing cylinder via said
control valve and a connecting pipe;
a first cavity of said gas-liquid mixing cylinder is sad
gas receiving terminal; and
a second cavity of said gas-liquid mixing cylinder is
a liquid receiving terminal.

3. The cold-launch device of claim 1, characterized in
that structure of said gas-liquid mixing cylinder is
that one end of an inner cavity of said cylinder body
is said first cavity, a gas port is disposed on wall of
said first cavity, multiple multi-stage pistons are dis-
posed in said inner cavity of said cylinder body, se-
quentially connected to each other, and disposed in
said second cavity, a hydraulic oil is filled in said
second cavity, and an oil outlet is disposed on wall
of each stage of said pistons.

4. The cold-launch device of claim 2, characterized in
that structure of said gas-liquid mixing cylinder is
that one end of an inner cavity of said cylinder body
is said first cavity, a gas port is disposed on wall of
said first cavity, multiple multi-stage pistons are dis-
posed in said inner cavity of said cylinder body, se-
quentially connected to each other, and disposed in
said second cavity, a hydraulic oil is filled in said
second cavity, and an oil outlet is disposed on wall
of each stage of said pistons.

5. A launching energy recovery device, comprising
an energy recovery pump;
a lifting cylinder;
a shuttle vehicle;
a sensor;
a stop cylinder; and
a guide rail;
characterized in that
said energy recovery pump and said lifting cylinder
are disposed on said shuttle vehicle operating as a
carrier for an aircraft;
said shuttle vehicle is disposed on said guide rail; and
said sensor and said stop cylinder are disposed in
said front of said guide rail.
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6. The launching energy recovery device of claim 5,
characterized in that
a head of said energy recovery pump is aligned with
said stop cylinder whereby absorbing inertia energy
of a launching system and transforming the inertia
energy into hydraulic energy;
an output end of said energy recovery pump is con-
nected to said lifting cylinder via a pipe; and
the front of said lifting cylinder is connected to said
aircraft.

7. The launching energy recovery device of claim 5,
characterized in that
a buffer spring is disposed in each of said energy
recovery pump, said lifting cylinder, and said stop
cylinder; and
a damping hole is disposed on a piston of said stop
cylinder.

8. A launching energy recovery device, comprising
an energy recovery pump;
a lifting cylinder;
a guide rail;
a flexible rail;
a shuttle vehicle; and
a sensor;
characterized in that
said flexible rail is hinged to the front of said guide rail;
said shuttle vehicle operating as a carrier for an air-
craft is disposed on said guide rail;
said sensor and said energy recovery pump are dis-
posed in the front of said flexible rail;
an output end of said energy recovery pump is con-
nected to said lifting cylinder via a pipe; and
the top of said lifting cylinder is connected to said
flexible rail.

9. The launching energy recovery device of claim 8,
characterized in that a buffer spring is disposed in
each of said energy recovery pump and said lifting
cylinder.

10. The cold-launch device of claim 2, characterized in
that
said high-energy gas resource uses pressure gas or
steam, or small air compressor is used for collecting
energy; and
said device stops operating as said high-energy gas
in said gas cylinder meets a launching condition, and
enters a cold state in which it is completely closed.
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